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  The AMMA Accent Light
At home in almost any decor, the AMMA Luminaire represents a balance of techniques, materials and design philosophy. Available in Bubinga, Padauk and Purpleheart.






























  Specifications
Height: 11.2in (284mm)
Length: 10.2in (259mm)
Width: 4.5in (117mm)
Weight: 1lb 9oz (708g)
Element: 12V DC LED Ribbon, 1.2A Draw
Power Supply: Universal AC to 12V DC @ 5A
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        AMMA Luminaire in Bubinga
      

      
        



$299.00
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    Add To Cart
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        AMMA Luminaire in Padauk
      

      
        



$299.00
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                  [image: The AMMA design has gone through a few process and winter-wandering improvements. My favorite is the open oculus.  I&rsquo;ll post more of the 2020 design over next few days.]
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                  [image: A nice pic of AMMA in purpleheart.  The lamp fits well in a mid-century home. #midcenturymodern #industrialdesign #lightingdesign #madeinutah]
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                  [image: Finally back in the design world after focusing on house touch-ups for the last two months.  This is one of three designs close to production.  Pink resin, padauk, and 6061.  #industrialdesign #lightingdesign  #madeinutah]
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                  [image: I&rsquo;m inspired by @eastvanlight to pay respect to our failed parts.  Great wood, aluminum and acrylic lost to human error.  I like to believe each sacrifice helped move the design to completion. #padauk #purpleheartwood #etsy #industrialdesign #l]
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                  [image: While having coffee in old Quito, I grabbed this shot into a courtyard.  It&rsquo;s a modest example of the layers of original architecture and subsequent surfaces seen throughout the district.  #quito]
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                  [image: Humbled by design outside my control.  Now, how can I use this? #mindo #lightingdesign]
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                  [image: AMMA Luminaire in Purpleheart.  Finally.  The design originally called for purpleheart but the wood is tricky to mill and carve. It fractures easily and it took a little while to nail down the proper tooling.  This, and the others are available on ou]
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                  [image: AMMA in Purpleheart.  Fit assembly and quality check. Next, I&rsquo;ll pull it apart for tung oil coating,  element install and final assembly. #purpleheartwood #lightingdesign #industrialdesign #madeinutah]
[image: AMMA in Purpleheart.  Fit assembly and quality check. Next, I&rsquo;ll pull it apart for tung oil coating,  element install and final assembly. #purpleheartwood #lightingdesign #industrialdesign #madeinutah]
                
                
              

            

          

          
        

      

        

        

        
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                  [image: Purpleheart AMMA almost ready for oil and assembly.  Natural inclusions in the wood create a really interesting visual texture.  The final feel is warm and silky.  #purpleheartwood #industrialdesign #lightingdesign #moderndesign]
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                  [image: We setup an #etsy shop today.  The Current Luminaire is up first.  We&rsquo;ll be adding more as they come alive.  #lightingdesign https://etsy.me/2L3IFFs]
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                  [image: The Current Luminaire underwent a base modification this week.  We eliminated the acrylic shoe and extended the wood profile.  We are using more of the original wood stock and less acrylic = less waste, more weight and more stable.  This model is don]
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                  [image: Just finished engineering the Luminaire behind this sketch.  CNC programing should be completed Friday.  I&rsquo;m very excited to bring this one to life.  #lightingdesign #industrialdesign]
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          lichthaus, llc, 3440 South 3610 East, Salt Lake City, UT, 84109, United States+1 801 673 7589james@lichthaus.com

          




  
  
    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
      
        
          
          
        
      

    
  








        

      

    


    
    

  